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Key Employee Retention Plans in Bankruptcy 
 

 
Abstract 
 
When companies pay bonuses to employees of bankrupt companies to stay with the firm, popular 
press often describes this as greedy managers expropriating the last bit of wealth from 
shareholders. In addition, research has found that, on average, retaining pre-bankruptcy 
management has negative consequences. Nevertheless, the incidence of these retention plans has 
been growing. In this paper, we study key employee retention plans (KERPs) and the corporate 
environment which allows the payment of a KERP. We find no evidence that the companies that 
declare KERPs have poor corporate governance or overpay top executives. Instead, we find these 
companies are very similar to non-KERP bankrupt companies, both before and in resolution of 
bankruptcy. The main difference between the two samples is that KERP companies are larger 
and from industries that are more employee-driven, such as wholesale and retail. We find that 
KERPS do not speed up the bankruptcy process, but instead companies with KERPs spend more 
time in bankruptcy.  
 
 

 Since the 1990’s, the practice of awarding executives extra compensation to remain with 

a bankrupt firm has become increasingly popular (Bharath, Panchesapen, and Werner, 2007). For 

example, an article announcing that MicroAge, Inc. was drafting such a plan stated, “Bonus 

programs are as common as attorneys in Chapter 11 cases, with most offering incentives for 

those who stick it out through certain milestones in the case” (Gilbertson, 2000). Executives in 

the company may be the cause of the poor performance which led to bankruptcy. To that extent, 

in a company with agency problems, paying bonuses to retain senior management may be a form 

of expropriation of both shareholders’ and debtholders’ wealth. For example, companies with 

allegations of fraud, such as Enron and Global Crossing, Ltd, offered top executives bonuses to 

remain with the company through bankruptcy. Alternatively, exogenous factors may lead firms 

with quality management to underperform and become financially distressed.  In this case, these 

bonuses may help the firm retain valuable employees and expedite the Chapter 11 process. In 

this paper, we explore the incidence and structure of these key employee retention plans (also 
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known as pay-to-stay arrangements), and examine whether they are more likely to occur in 

companies with weaker corporate governance or excessive managerial compensation. We also 

compare the resolution of bankruptcy between KERP firms and a size-matched sample. 

When a company enters Chapter 11, the purpose is reorganization of the assets and debt 

of the company (Hotchkiss, John, Mooradian, and Thornburn, 2008). Presumably, the court, the 

directors, and the debtholders’ representatives all work to preserve value.  To maximize value, 

whether the company is acquired, liquidated, or emerges from bankruptcy, both a quick 

resolution and retaining valuable employees are optimal.  Companies may propose and seek 

bankruptcy court approval for key employee retention plans (KERPs) in order to achieve these 

goals.  Dickerson (2003) states that the bankruptcy court’s approval of the plan is contingent on 

whether the debtor uses sound business judgment in the proposal and if the plan is fair and 

reasonable.  

There are several reasons granting retention plans to managers may be costly to the firm.  

First, it is possible that the firm is retaining poor management.  While managers may or may not 

be responsible for the bankruptcy, their willingness to stay with the firm may indicate a lack of 

other employment alternatives, or simply a breakdown in the governance mechanisms that 

should remove poor managers.  A lack of sufficient governance may also allow undeserving, but 

powerful managers to extract bonuses as a perquisite.  A third potential cost of retention bonuses 

is negative public perception.  Firms are forced to explain the need to provide employed and 

relatively highly paid executives with additional income, while simultaneously closing plants and 

laying off workers, as is often done in bankruptcy. 

On the other hand, there are several reasons KERPs may be valuable.  These 

arrangements provide a way to retain qualified managers.  High quality managers likely have 
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other employment opportunities, and the uncertainty of bankruptcy may lead them to abandon 

the firm if they are not offered additional compensation.  At the same time, bankrupt firms are 

more likely to have difficulty attracting new managers. KERPs compensate managers for 

increased risk of future employment, both with the current bankrupt company should it fail to 

emerge and with other companies should the current bankruptcy tarnish the manager’s 

reputation.  Finally, these bonuses potentially mitigate a significant exodus of managers and 

employees that would impede the ability to conduct business and either reorganize the firm for 

successful emergence from bankruptcy or orderly liquidate the assets for the highest value. 

Key employee retention plans come in all shapes and sizes.  Most KERPs promise 

specific  employees cash compensation for staying with the company.  Some of these bonuses 

are paid to managers simply for remaining employed with the firm for a specified length of time 

or as severance should they lose their job involuntarily, while others are paid only when certain 

performance benchmarks are met. KERPs are frequently offered to a wide pool of key 

employees, as well as top executives.   

KERPs were awarded only to top executives in the case of Bradlees and Global Crossing, 

Ltd. Bradlees offered its chairman/CEO an incentive award of $585,000 for staying with the 

company for the subsequent five months and at least $2 million for staying with the company for 

five years, while the president/chief operating officer was offered $1 million if he remained with 

the firm for five years.  The firm stated that the bonuses “are necessary to ‘insure to the greatest 

extent possible that the employees currently charting [Bradlees] through Chapter 11 will remain 

during that process’” (Siegel, 1995). Global Crossing Ltd. not only provided its CEO with a 

retention bonus every quarter, provided he remained employed by the firm, but also offered up to 

125 percent of his base salary as an annual bonus if certain performance goals were met.   
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An example of a KERP for both executives and employees is Venture Stores, Inc., which 

enacted a KERP in 1998 for 87 key employees, including the CEO. Under the terms of the 

KERP, employees who remained employed by the firm through the confirmation of a 

reorganization plan or who were fired without cause were eligible for a bonus up to a year’s 

salary from a pool of $3.4 million.  The CEO received his entire $1.15 million bonus when the 

plan was confirmed, all of the assets were liquidated, or one year after the filing for bankruptcy, 

whichever came first (Faust, 1998).   

This study contributes to the existing literature on compensation and bankruptcy in at 

least three important ways.  First, we document the frequency of KERPs.  For our sample of 315 

bankruptcies from 1997-2002, we find only 25 percent have evidence of a KERP.  Second, we 

document the value of these contracts and the number of employees covered by them, as well as 

firm, board, and compensation characteristics of the firms offering them.  Third, we examine 

how firms with KERPs and firms without KERPs ultimately resolve their financial distress and 

how quickly the resolution occurs.  We compare firms with KERPs to a broader sample of 

bankrupt firms that do not offer KERPs, as well as a size-matched control sample. We know of 

no other study that has explored the features or effects of key employee retention plans. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.  Section I provides a brief review of 

related literature.  Section II details our sampling methodology and describes our data.  The 

governance and compensation of KERP and non-KERP firms are examined in section III, and 

section IV explores the relationship between KERP bonuses and bankruptcy resolution.  Our 

logistic and regression analyses of the determinants and effectiveness of KERPs are presented in 

Section V. Section VI concludes. 
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I.  Related Literature  

 The incentive for providing managers additional compensation to remain in control of a 

distressed firm spans three areas of literature: managerial compensation, managerial turnover, 

and financial distress.  While there is a body of research examining the relation among 

compensation, turnover, and firm performance, there is little work focusing on the retention 

plans of bankrupt firms. 

 Agency theory predicts that managers will not always act in the best interest of 

shareholders (Jensen and Meckling, 1976).  Compensation and monitoring are necessary to align 

the interests of managers with those of shareholders, providing both incentives and rewards for 

value creation. Boards of directors monitor executives and decide managerial compensation. The 

evidence on the effectiveness of the board of directors, and specifically their responsibility to 

hire and fire managers, suggests greater director independence improves monitoring.  Weisbach 

(1988) documents a greater likelihood of CEO resignations following poor stock price 

performance and earnings performance for firms with boards dominated by outside directors.  

Additionally, Dahya, McConnell, and Travlos (2002) find an increase in the relationship between 

CEO turnover and poor performance in UK firms following the issuance in 1992 of the Cadbury 

Committee’s Code of Best Practices.  The Code recommends a minimum of three outside 

directors and the separation of CEO and chairman positions.  Chhaochharia and Grinstein (2006) 

conclude that board structure is a significant factor in CEO compensation.  They examine firms 

around the implementation of NYSE rules on board independence and committee structures, 

similar to Sarbanes-Oxley.  They find that, upon implementation, firms not previously meeting 

these requirements experienced significant declines in CEO compensation, and this was the 

result of a reduction in compensation through options. 
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Gilson and Vetsuypens (1993) examine the compensation of managers of financially 

distressed companies.  Using a sample of 77 firms that were financially distressed during the 

period 1979 to 1987, their results show 49 percent of the sample firms reduced senior managers’ 

salary, bonus, or retirement benefits. Chidambaran and Prahabla (2003) find that when executive 

options are repriced, CEO turnover is more likely. They conclude that poorly performing firms 

who offer extra incentives for executives (often not the CEO) do not have entrenched CEO’s, but 

are more likely to take action to remove the CEO.    

In addition to reduced salaries, several studies document a higher incidence of managerial 

turnover in poorly performing firms.  Gilson (1989) examines a sample of firms with extreme 

negative stock performance between 1979 and 1984. He finds turnover of the top three officers 

in any given year is 52 percent for financially distressed firms (who are not necessarily in 

bankruptcy), while only 19 percent of unprofitable, but non-financially distressed firms 

experienced similar turnover.  Hotchkiss (1995) examines 197 firms that successfully emerged 

from Chapter 11.  She finds that during the period two years prior to filing a bankruptcy petition 

and the month of filing, 41 percent of firms have replaced their CEO.  Further, 55 percent and 70 

percent have replaced their CEOs by the time a reorganization plan is filed and when the firm 

emerges, respectively.  No distinction is made between managers that were forced out and 

managers that left voluntarily.1  Gilson (1989) finds evidence consistent with managers of 

financially distressed firms having difficulty finding other employment.2   

It remains unclear whether poor management is the cause of financial distress.  Khanna 

and Poulsen (1995) argue that managers of bankrupt firms are scapegoats.  In their 1980-1990 

sample, managerial actions and the market response to those actions in the three years prior to 

                                                 
1 See also Betker (1995), Gilson and Vetsuypens (1993), and LoPucki and Whitford (1993). 
2 In addition to managers, directors also suffer costs in financial distress.  Gilson (1990) documents high turnover 
and a lower incidence of future employment for directors of financially distressed firms. 
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bankruptcy are no different than a size and industry control group.  It is, however, difficult to 

measure whether managers are forced out or managers leave the firm voluntarily to mitigate their 

personal cost of being associated with an unhealthy firm. Hotchkiss (1995) finds post-bankruptcy 

operating performance is worse in firms that emerge from Chapter 11 when they retain their pre-

bankruptcy CEO. Hotchkiss studies bankruptcies from 1979-1988, and defines a pre-bankruptcy 

CEO as one who was CEO two years or more prior to the bankruptcy filing.  

The laws and trends in corporate bankruptcies change over time. Skeel (2003) argues that 

bankruptcies have become more creditor oriented beginning in the 1990’s with the increased use 

of debtor in possession (DIP) financing and key employee retention plans (KERPs). He claims 

that both DIP financing and the use of KERPs have improved the chapter 11 process by 

conserving wealth. The existence of KERPs is not new; Gilson and Vetsuypens (1993) document 

five out of their sample of 77 bankrupt and financially distressed firms in 1981-1987 increased 

senior manager compensation if the managers stayed with the firm a for a specific time, and an 

additional eight firms gave some incentive to remain. Barath, Panchapegasan and Werner (2007) 

find that the number of KERPs in bankruptcy has substantially increased since 1995. They also 

find that firms with KERPs and Debtor in Possession (DIP) financing are less likely to exhibit 

deviations in absolute priority. Along with increases in KERPs and DIPs, they show time in 

bankruptcy has decreased and CEO turnover has increased over the same period. The 

correlations are consistent with the idea that KERPs reduce the debtholder-shareholder agency 

problem. Barath et al. find no significant relationship between the existence of a KERP and time 

in bankruptcy.  Despite Barath et al. and Skeel’s views, the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and 

Consumer Protection Act of 2005 limited the use and amount of key employee retention plans 

(Hotchkiss, John, Mooradian, and Thornburn, 2008).  
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Effective managers can presumably reduce bankruptcy costs. Bris, Welch and Zhu (2006) 

discuss days in bankruptcy as being an indirect bankruptcy cost. They find an average of 828 

days in Chapter 11 for the period 1995-2001. Although larger bankruptcies appear to take longer, 

the difference is not significant. Kalay, Singhal and Tashjian (2007) find that companies that go 

into bankruptcy actually improve performance as measured by operating return on assets after 

filing bankruptcy; they interpret these findings as evidence that there are no indirect bankruptcy 

costs.3 

While the extant literature examines the level of executive compensation in healthy and 

financially distressed firms, we are the first to thoroughly analyze key employee retention plans.  

Although poor performance is often associated with CEO turnover, these compensation plans are 

specifically designed to retain managers through the Chapter 11 process.  We examine these 

contracts, and the firms that implement them, including the governance mechanisms in place 

when they are adopted. 

 

II. Sample and Description 

 We collect our sample of bankruptcies from Lynn M. LoPucki’s Bankruptcy Research 

Database (BRD). This database includes large public firm bankruptcies; large is defined as any 

firm with assets in 1980 dollars of more than $100 million. We include all firms in the database 

that filed for bankruptcy between 1997 and 2002.  For the 315 firms that announced bankruptcy 

over the six year period, we search Lexis/Nexis and the Wall Street Journal for bankruptcy 

announcement dates and evidence of key employee retention plans (KERPs).4  We define a 

                                                 
3 For a complete review of the bankruptcy literature see Hotchkiss, John, Mooradian and Thornburn (2008).  
4 There is no data source with a definitive KERP classification. Our methodology is similar to Bharath, 
Panchapegesan and Werner (2007) who search SEC filings in Lexis/Nexis for certain phrases that may indicate the 
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KERP as any increase in pay or perquisites contingent on the executive or employee remaining 

employed by the firm for a specified length of time or through resolution of bankruptcy.  Table I 

shows the distribution of the full sample of all bankruptcy announcements across years.  Of the 

315 bankruptcy announcements, we found an article documenting a KERP for 77 firms.  The 

distribution of bankruptcy announcements for firms with KERP arrangements is also reported in 

Table I.  Bankruptcies increase over the time of our sample and the number of KERPS is highest 

in 2001. Because we identify KERPs using public announcements, it is not clear whether the 

incidence of KERPs increased or whether they were simply reported more frequently in later 

years.    

 Using our sample of bankruptcies, we match the KERP firms to a similar sized non-

KERP firm that also went bankrupt in a similar year. We were only able to match 71 of the 77 

KERP firms due to missing data. All matches were within 50% of market value the fiscal year 

ending prior to the bankruptcy announcement. While most matches were the same year of the 

bankruptcy announcement, for three bankruptcies we chose a matched firm which announced 

bankruptcy the year prior or following the KERP firm’s announcement. Four KERP firms were 

matched based on asset size the year prior to the bankruptcy due to lack of market value data. 

The remaining six KERP firms that were not matched include four extremely large companies 

which experienced corporate scandals. Enron, WorldCom, Adelphia, and Global Crossing all 

offered retention plans to key employees. However, due to their very large market values, there 

were not similar sized bankrupt firms to use as matches.  

The distribution of the sample across industries is reported in Table II for both KERP 

firms and matched firms.  We use the two digit SIC code as reported on Compustat to classify 

                                                                                                                                                             
payment of a KERP. To identify KERPs we search for using the company name and “bonus,” “KERP,” “retention,” 
or “pay” in the article; once found, we search the article to ensure it is truly a KERP and to find the details. 
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industry. The sample is diverse; however, manufacturing, transportation and retail are the three 

sectors declaring the greatest number of bankruptcies over this time period.  The KERP sample 

appears similar to the matched sample, although wholesale and retail companies are over 

represented in the KERP sample.  

We compare the descriptive statistics of  KERP firms to their matched counterparts and 

report the results in Table III. All statistics are the year prior to the firm filing bankruptcy. The 

market value of equity is similar for the KERP sample and the matched sample due to our 

matching process. In other size variables, companies with reported key employee retention plans 

are very different from non-KERP firms. Even with similar market values of equity, KERP firms 

have greater assets, sales, and number of employees than similar non-KERP bankrupt firms. 

There is little evidence that profitability, the proportion of debt financing, or the ability to pay for 

debt are different across the samples.  

 

III. Board Structure, Compensation and Key Employee Retention Plans  

 Key employee retention plans are awarded by the board of directors. The existence of a 

KERP may indicate an agency problem if these plans reward poor management or do not 

preserve firm value. We examine the composition of the board for the KERP sample and the 

matched firms and report these in Table IV. The board structure of KERP firms is similar to that 

of matched firms; there are no significant differences between the two samples. While the 

median number of board members and the percentage of insiders on the board is slightly higher 

for KERP firms, the differences are not significant.  The percentage of insiders on the 

compensation committee is also no different between the two samples. In addition, we create a 

“poor compensation committee” dummy variable which equals one if there is no compensation 
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committee or if the compensation committee contains insiders. This dummy variable is not 

different between the two samples. There is not a significant difference in the CEO also being 

the Chairperson of the Board, the existence of a staggered board, or whether a new CEO was 

appointed within the last year. KERP firms are no more likely to retain the CEO that guided 

them into bankruptcy; the KERP is often awarded when there is a new CEO.  In summary, 

corporate governance as measured by board structure is no different for KERP firms than for 

non-KERP firms. KERPs do not appear to be offered by entrenched boards; they may simply be 

offered to preserve value.  

Because the key employee retention plan is a compensation agreement, where the firm 

pays management and other key employees to remain at the firm during bankruptcy, we also 

examine the compensation of top executives prior to bankruptcy.  If the pay-to-stay arrangement 

is a signal of poor corporate governance, these firms may also compensate managers more highly 

prior to bankruptcy.  We collect compensation data the year prior to filing bankruptcy for the top 

five executives of KERP and matching firms.  We search for data from Standard and Poor’s 

ExecuComp, proxies, and 10K filings.   

In panel A of Table V, information for chief executive officer compensation is reported.  

There is no difference in total compensation, salary and bonus (i.e., cash compensation), or the 

percentage of option based compensation for the CEO, though KERP CEOs have a slightly 

higher median dollar of option grants. In panel B, average compensation of the top five officers, 

or for as many as data are available, is reported for KERP and matching firms.  While total 

compensation, option value, and the percentage of option compensation are not significantly 

different, KERP top executives, on average, are rewarded with higher salary and bonus. This 

compensation is the year prior to bankruptcy, so it does not reflect the KERP itself.  Overall, it 
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does not appear that KERP firms award excess pay when compared to similar sized companies 

prior to bankruptcy.  

 We next examine the details of key employee retention plans. Some news articles 

announcing these arrangements give details of who is receiving the KERP and the amount of the 

KERP.  However, many articles report very little about the arrangements.  The details of the 

KERP arrangements reported in the articles are summarized in Table VI. Of the 77 KERP 

announcements, only 42 reported the total value of the KERP. The average total KERP award is 

$13.58 million, with a median award of $4.53 million. If the article mentioned that the plan 

covered at least one of the top five executives, the mean and median award is $14.41 million and 

$3.00 million, respectively. Eighteen companies announced that more than one hundred 

employees would be covered by a KERP; however, four of these companies do not report the 

total amount of the plan. If more than one hundred employees are included in the plan, the 

average (median) total value is $21.44 million ($20.10 million). Not surprisingly, KERPs that 

cover more than one hundred employees have a significantly higher total value than other 

KERPs.   

 While the perception may be that only top executives receive bonuses to stay, in fact 

many employees are covered.  On average, 301 employees are covered, and the median number 

of employees covered is 78.  If at least one of the top five executives is covered, the median 

number of employees covered drops to fifteen; this is significantly fewer employees than those 

companies who do not report that at least one of the top five executives is covered. For 

companies with over 100 employees covered, the average (median) number of employees 

covered is 679 (242).   
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 We calculate the value of the KERP per individual covered by dividing the total amount 

of the KERP by the total number of employees covered. In other words, we report the average 

KERP per employee, though the amounts awarded to an executive and another employee may 

differ substantially. On average, an employee receives $0.63 million with a median of $0.10 

million. However, if at least one of the top five executives is covered, the amount of the KERP 

jumps to a mean (median) of $1.12 million ($0.25 million) per employee.  In cases where over 

one hundred employees are covered, the average KERP drops to a mean (median) of $0.07 

($0.05).  Not surprisingly, companies who award KERPs to at least one of the top five executives 

award significantly greater average amounts per person and those who award KERPs to more 

than one hundred employees average significantly less per employee.  Of course, we only report 

the data for those companies whose KERP size and coverage is reported in the popular press, and 

the sample size is small.  

 

IV. Bankruptcy Resolution and Key Employee Retention Plans 

 The goal of a key employee retention plan is to keep key employees working at the firm 

through bankruptcy.  Presumably, this arrangement will help the firm either emerge from 

bankruptcy more quickly and easily or liquidate the firm’s assets in a more timely and orderly 

way for the highest possible value.  Many KERP arrangements state the goal of a quick 

bankruptcy resolution being facilitated by the existing management of the company.  

We examine time in bankruptcy and resolution of bankruptcy for KERP and non-KERP 

firms and report this information in Table VII.  In Panel A, all bankruptcies are reported 

according to whether they have KERPs.  Comparing all firms in bankruptcy, the existence of a 

KERP does not appear to help the firm emerge from bankruptcy more quickly.  The average 
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(median) time from declaration to resolution of bankruptcy is three (five) months longer for 

KERP firms than for firms that do not have KERPs.  This longer time in bankruptcy is 

statistically significant.  One explanation is that firms grant KERP incentives when they expect a 

longer-than-average time in bankruptcy.  An alternative explanation is that these firms are larger, 

and larger firms involve more complex restructuring, thus taking longer to emerge.  The 

resolution of bankruptcy does not differ between KERP firms and non-KERP firms.  The 

percentage of firms resolving bankruptcy through liquidation, acquisition or emergence is not 

significantly different between KERP and non-KERP firms.  

Again, the differences in bankruptcy duration in panel A of Table VII may be the result 

of size differences in KERP and non-KERP firms.  To address this issue, we compare the 

duration and resolution of bankruptcy between KERP firms and our size-matched control 

sample.  Even comparing similar sized firms, KERPs remain in bankruptcy significantly longer 

than matched firms with a mean (median) difference of three (seven) months.  However, there is 

still no significant difference in the resolution of bankruptcy between KERPs and matched firms. 

Overall, we do not see that KERPs help resolve bankruptcy more quickly or differently; in fact 

KERP firms stay in bankruptcy longer than other firms.  

Firms may file bankruptcy for a variety of reasons.  In our sample, six of the 315 

bankruptcies (five KERP firms) filed as a result of Asbestos-related issues, 22 of the 

bankruptcies (nine  KERP firms) filed as a result of fraudulent activity, and three other 

bankruptcies were for other legal issues.  To test the robustness of our results, we replicate 

Tables VI and VII using only the 284 bankruptcies (63 KERP firms) that were due to exogenous 

factors.  Though not shown in a table, our results are qualitatively the same. 
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V. Logistic and Regression Analysis 

 To control for other factors, we perform a logistic analysis to determine which companies 

will use a KERP. In addition, we regress time in bankruptcy on a KERP dummy variable and 

other factors to assess the effectiveness of KERPs.  

A. Prediction of KERPs 

We find little difference in the board or compensation characteristics between companies 

that award KERPs and those that do not.  However, these governance mechanisms are not 

independent.  To test whether there is a relationship between the use of KERPs and agency or 

other variables, we perform logistic regression analysis. We regress a dummy variable equal to 

one if the firm offers a KERP on our firm, board, and compensation variables. The results of the 

logistic regressions are reported in Table VIII.  

Similar to the univariate results, we find that the ratio of employees to assets is positively 

related to the incidence of a KERP. In regressions which are not shown, we use alternative 

measures, including the log of employees and the ratio of employees to sales. Regardless of our 

measure, the number or relative number of employees is significantly positively related to the 

incidence of a KERP. Also similar to the univariate results, we find no evidence that board 

characteristics prior to bankruptcy are related to the incidence of a KERP. We find weak 

evidence that CEO option awards and total compensation when scaled by sales are negatively 

related to the incidence of a KERP. In other words, the greater the level of compensation per 

dollar of sales prior to bankruptcy, the lower the likelihood the firm offers a KERP.  We measure 

capital intensity as property, plant, and equipment to assets; it is not related to the incidence of a 

KERP. Growth opportunities are proxied by the market to book ratio and are negatively related 

to the incidence of a KERP, even when controlling for industry. Overall the logistic regressions 
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show very similar results to the univariate analyses. When controlling for other factors, it appears 

employee-intense companies, such as wholesalers and retailers, are willing to pay a KERP to 

retain those employees. Companies whose bankruptcies are related to fraud are not more likely 

to offer KERPs. With this result, as well as slightly lower pre-bankruptcy pay and no difference 

in governance variables, we find no evidence suggesting KERPs are a result of weak governance. 

B. Time in Bankruptcy 

 An effective KERP is one which helps preserve firm value through bankruptcy. This 

value is difficult to determine as many bankrupt companies do not emerge from Chapter 11. 

Time in bankruptcy is likely correlated with the direct and indirect costs of bankruptcy (Bris, 

Welch and Zhu, 2006). In Table VII, we showed KERP firms spent greater time in bankruptcy. 

However, this result could be due to company specific factors.  

 To control for these company specific factors, we run a regression analysis on time in 

bankruptcy and display the results in Table IX. The dependent variable is the log of months in 

bankruptcy.  Controlling for the size of the company, KERP firms spend a longer time in 

bankruptcy, as shown in Model 1. Even including control variables for industry (Model 2) and 

special causes of bankruptcy (Model 3), KERP firms are associated with longer time in 

bankruptcy. These models also show that bankruptcies due to asbestos and bankruptcies in the 

manufacturing industry take more time to settle. The evidence suggests that KERPs may be 

increasing bankruptcy costs as they are associated with a longer time in bankruptcy. However, an 

alternative explanation is that KERPs are proposed when a bankruptcy is expected to be 

complicated (beyond the variables for which we control); the KERP is intended to retain 

employees to preserve value through this complicated bankruptcy. 5 

                                                 
5 As another test of whether KERPs are effective in preserving value, we regressed changes in return on assets 
following bankruptcy on company specific variables similar to Kalay, Singhal and Tashjian, 2007. With the small 
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VI. Conclusion 

There is a perception that Key Employee Retention Plans are used to expropriate 

stakeholder wealth.  Using a sample of 315 large firms who filed for bankruptcy between 1997 

and 2002, we find only about 25 percent of bankrupt firms utilize these arrangements.  We do 

not find firms that offer KERPs have excessively paid managers prior to filing Chapter 11.  We 

find no evidence that KERP firms have weaker corporate governance mechanisms when 

compared to bankrupt firms of similar size.  KERPs are used by larger firms that are employee-

driven, such as those in retail and wholesale industries, and those who expect to spend a 

relatively longer time in bankruptcy.   

 One unique aspect of offering a compensation arrangement such as a KERP in a bankrupt 

firm is that it must be approved by the bankruptcy judge.  Academics may argue whether 

bankruptcy judges, on average, focus on preserving value or preserving the business.  

Nevertheless, the judges provide another check and balance by rejecting wasteful or unfair 

compensation arrangements.  To the extent that they do this well, firms will not propose KERPs 

intended to unnecessarily reward managers and employees.  In other words, there is an additional 

layer of monitoring and governance provided by the bankruptcy court. 

While they are unpopular with some stakeholders, our evidence suggests not all KERPs 

are bad.  However, it is likely that not all KERPs are good.  Our results are based, in part, on 

comparing KERP firms to a sample of size-matched bankrupt firms that do not offer KERPs.  In 

doing so, we exclude six KERPs from our sample due to an inability to find an appropriate 

match.  Those six firms are Adelphia Communications, Conseco Inc., Enron Corp., Global 

                                                                                                                                                             
subset of the KERP and matched companies who emerged from bankruptcy, the change in ROA regression was 
insignificant.  
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Crossing Ltd., Montgomery Ward Holding Corp., and WorldCom Inc.  Of those, four (Adelphia, 

Enron, Global Crossing, and WorldCom) were accused of fraudulent activity.  While our results 

are robust to the removal of firms involved in fraud, it is possible that a breakdown in 

governance within such firms creates an atmosphere where stakeholder wealth may be 

expropriated.  However, our evidence suggests that, on average, KERPs are not offered by 

entrenched boards or to overpaid managers.     
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Table I.  Sample Distribution 
 
The following table provides the distribution of Chapter 11 bankruptcies by the date of filing for 
a total sample of 315 firms. The sample is based on the Bankruptcy Research Database collected 
by Lynn M. LoPucki, a sample of large public firms who went bankrupt.  KERP firms are those 
who announced bonuses or perquisites contingent on the executive or employee remaining 
employed by the firm for a specified length of time.  Matched firms are a control sample of year 
and size matched non-KERP firms for which matches could be made.   
 

Year Number of 
Bankruptcies 

Number of 
KERPs 

Percentage 
of  KERP 

Bankruptcies 

Number of 
KERPs 

with Match 

Number of 
Matches 

1997 15 3 20% 2 5 
1998 30 6 20% 6 3 
1999 39 12 31% 12 12 
2000 69 9 13% 9 8 
2001 88 26 30% 25 25 
2002 74 21 28% 17 18 
Total 315 77 24% 71 71 
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Table II.  Bankruptcies by Industry Sector 
 
The following table reports the number of bankrupt firms in each industry using the SIC code to 
classify industry. The KERP sample is firms who have announced a Key Employee Retention 
Plan.  Matched firms are a control sample of year and size matched non-KERP firms for which 
matches could be made. 
 
   KERP Sample Matched Sample 
Industry Sector SIC Code  N Percentage N Percentage 
Agriculture 0-999  0 0% 0 0% 
Mining and Construction 1000-1999  1 1% 3 4% 
Manufacturing 2000-3999  20 28% 24 34% 
Transportation 4000-4999  14 20% 14 20% 
Wholesale/Retail Trade 5000-5999  21 30% 7 10% 
Financial 6000-6999  5 7% 8 11% 
Services 7000-8999  10 14% 15 21% 
Public Administration >9000  0 0% 0 0% 
   71 100% 71 100% 
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Table III.  Descriptive Statistics 
 
The following table provides descriptive statistics of bankruptcies declared between 1997 and 
2002 for a total sample of 142 firms.  Results include means, medians, and number of 
observations.  The KERP sample includes firms who paid bonuses contingent on the executive or 
employee remaining employed by the firm for a specified length of time.  All values are from the 
fiscal year prior to the bankruptcy filing.  All numbers are in millions of dollars.  The data 
includes all KERP firms and a control sample of year and size matched non-KERP firms for 
which matches could be made.  ***,**, and * indicate the mean or median KERP firm is 
significantly different than the non KERP firm or matched firm at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, 
respectively.  
 
 KERP Sample  Matched Sample 
 Mean Median N  Mean Median N 
Market Value of Equity 503 142 66  411 100 66 
Total Assets 3,147** 1,577*** 71  1,622 829 71 
Sales 3,017*** 1,403*** 71  931 605 71 
Operating Income  67.4 55.7 60  0.7 27.1 60 
Plant Property and Equip 228 57 56  146 46 56 
Employees (thousands) 19.5*** 12.8*** 59  4.7 2.7 59 
Operating ROA 3.4%* 4.9% 59  -2.2% 2.9% 60 
Leverage 39.1% 34.7% 64  41.5% 39.2% 64 
Interest Coverage Ratio -187.3% 99.0% 58  47.4% 63.1% 58 
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Table IV.  Board Data for KERP and Matched Firms  
 
The following table presents board composition data of the 71 firms that offer a Key Employee 
Retention Plan (KERP) and a matched firm sample of bankruptcies declared between 1997 and 
2002.  Matched firms are a control sample of year and size matched non-KERP firms for which 
matches could be made.  All data is collected from the proxy statement (or 10K if proxy 
statement is not available) the fiscal year end prior to the bankruptcy filing. Number of board 
members is total number of members on the board. Percentage insiders is the percentage of 
employee board members; percentage unaffiliated is the percentage of board members who are 
classified as outsiders with no affiliation. The percentage of insiders on the compensation 
committee is the percentage of employee compensation committee members. Poor compensation 
committee dummy is 1 if there are insiders on the compensation committee or there is no 
compensation committee. Dual CEO-COB is 1 if the Chief Executive Officer is also the 
Chairman of the Board. Staggered Board is 1 if the board is elected over a multiple year basis 
and New CEO is 1 if the CEO has been in place for less than a year.  Results include means, 
medians, and number of observations.  ***, **, and * indicate the mean or median pay-to-stay 
firm is significantly different than the matched firm at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.  
 

 KERP Sample  Matched Sample 
 Mean Median N  Mean Median N 

Number of Board Members 9.0 9.0 71  8.3 8.0 71 

Percentage Insiders 23.8% 22.2% 71  23.7% 16.7% 71 

Percentage Unaffiliated 71.7% 77.8% 71  66.7% 75.0% 71 

Percentage of Insiders on 
Compensation Committee 2.7% 0.0% 64  3.2% 0.0% 64 

Poor Compensation 
Committee Dummy 11.9% 0.0% 67  11.9% 0.0% 67 

Dual CEO-COB 70.4% 100.0% 71  64.8% 100.0% 71 

Staggered Board 49.3% 0.0% 69  50.7% 100.0% 69 

New CEO 37.6% 0.0% 69  33.3% 0.0% 69 
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Table V.  Executive Compensation of Firms with KERP versus Match 
 
The following table presents executive compensation of 142 firms with bankruptcies filed from 
1997-2002.  KERP firms are those which increase pay or perquisites contingent on the executive 
or employee remaining employed by the firm for a specified length of time.  All values are from 
the fiscal year prior to the bankruptcy filing.  All dollar values are in thousands.  Matched firms 
are a control sample of year and size matched non-KERP firms for which matches could be 
made.  Panel A provides information on the top officer.  Panel B provides information on the 
average of top five officers for as many as data are available.  Results include means, medians, 
and number of observations.  ***,**, and * indicate the mean or median pay-to-stay firm is 
significantly different than the matched firm at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.  
 
Panel A:  Chief Executive Officer Information 
    
 KERP Sample  Matched Sample 
 Mean Median N  Mean Median N 

Salary + Bonus 804 600 71  777 540 71 

Option Value 1,157 355* 71  1,389 101 71 

Total Compensation 1,961 1,072 71  2,166 1,043 71 

Percentage Option 33.6% 30.0% 71  30.3% 13.6% 71 
 
 
 
Panel B:  Average Top Executive Information 
    
 KERP Sample  Matched Sample 
 Mean Median N  Mean Median N 

Salary + Bonus 565*** 463*** 71  430 397 71 

Option Value 610 232 71  806 140 71 

Total Compensation 1,175 745 71  1,235 623 71 

Percentage Option 27.2% 22.8% 71  30.2% 23.0% 71 
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 Table VI.  Details of the Key Employee Retention Plan 
 
The following table presents details of key employee retention plans for 77 firms with 
bankruptcies between 1997 and 2002 who have KERPs.  KERP firms are those which increase 
pay or perquisites contingent on the executive or employee remaining employed by the firm for a 
specified length of time.  All dollar values are in millions, though number of employees are not.  
Results include means, medians, and number of observations.  Panel A describes all KERPs.  
Panel B describes KERPs that are known to cover a top 5 executive.  Panel C describes KERPs 
that cover more than 100 employees.  Significance is shown for differences between KERPs in a 
particular category (e.g., a top 5 executive is known to be covered) and all other KERPs (e.g., a 
top 5 executive is not known to be covered).  ***,**, and * indicate the difference between the 
KERPs in a category and firms not identified as being in that category have significantly 
different mean or median values at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
 

Panel A:  All KERPs 
  
 Mean Median N 

Total Value of KERPs 13.58 4.53 42 

Total Number Covered 301.42 78.00 43 

Value per Individual 0.63 0.10 36 
    
    
    
Panel B:  Top 5 Executive Covered 
    
 Mean Median N 

Total Value of KERPs 14.41 3.00 20 

Total Number Covered 173.26 15.00*** 23 

Value per Individual 1.13* 0.25*** 19 
    
    
    
Panel C:  Number Covered > 100 
    
 Mean Median N 

Total Value of KERPs 21.44* 20.10*** 14 

Total Number Covered 679.00** 242.50*** 18 

Value per Individual 0.07* 0.05*** 14 
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Table VII.  Bankruptcy Duration and Resolution 
 
The following table provides basic statistics of bankruptcies declared between 1997 and 2002.  
KERP firms are those which increase pay or perquisites contingent on the executive or employee 
remaining employed by the firm for a specified length of time.  Time is measured in months.  
Panel A includes all firms who went bankrupt separated by whether there was a KERP.  Panel B 
includes KERP firms and a control sample of size matched firms for which matches could be 
made.  Results include means (medians) and number of observations.  Significance is shown for 
differences in duration between KERP and Non-KERP firms (panel A) and for differences 
between KERP and matched firms (panel B).  ***,**, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% 
and 10% level, respectively. 
 
Panel A:  KERP vs. Non-KERP Firms 
 
 All Bankruptcies  KERP Firms  Non-KERP Firms 

Duration -
Months 

14.35 
(11.97) 
n = 296 

16.41* 
(15.97)** 
n = 70 

13.71 
(10.80) 
n = 226 

    
 Number Percentage  Number Percentage  Number Percentage 
Liquidated 110 34.92%  25 32.47%  85 35.71% 
Acquired 40 12.70%  9 11.69%  31 13.03% 
Emerged 158 50.16%  43 55.84%  115 48.32% 
Unknown 7 0.32%  0 0.00%  7 2.94% 
Refiled 23 7.30%  8 10.39%  15 6.30% 
         
 
 
Panel B:  KERP vs. Matched Sample 
  
 Matched KERP Firms  Matched Sample 

Duration – 
Months 

20.24*** 
(18.33)*** 
n = 69 

12.94 
(9.43) 

n = 69 
    
 Number Percentage Number Percentage 
Liquidated 25 35.21%  24 33.80% 
Acquired 8 11.27%  8 11.27% 
Emerged 38 53.52%  37 52.11% 
Unknown 0 0.00%  2 2.82% 
Refiled 7 9.86%  5 7.04% 
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Table VIII.  Logistic Analysis  
 
The following table presents the results of logistic regressions determining whether firms award 
a key employee retention plan prior to bankruptcy from a sample of bankruptcies filed from 
1997-2002.  The sample includes 71 firms that offered KERPS and 71 size-matched firms that 
did not offer KERPS.  The dependent variable is one if the firm announced a KERP and zero 
otherwise. A KERP is a company which increase pay or perquisites contingent on the executive 
or employee remaining employed by the firm for a specified length of time.  ***,**, and * 
indicate the significance of the coefficient at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Intercept -1.20 -2.40** -1.21 

Market to Book Ratio -1.25**  -1.26** 

PPE to Assets   -3.32 

Employees to Assets 57.87* 45.36 28.42 

Number of Directors 0.01 0.08 0.08 

Dual CEO-COB 0.15 -0.05 -0.34 

Compensation to Sales -0.14*  -0.13* 

Option Awards to Sales  -0.20*  

Compensation Committee -0.28 -0.53 -0.86 

New CEO Dummy 0.72   

Industry Dummies    

     Manufacturing  0.71 0.18 

     Transportation  1.11 1.26 

     Wholesale/Retail  2.06** 2.28** 

     Service  0.69 0.83 

Special Cases    

     Asbestos   1.36 

     Fraud  0.43 

Log Market Value 0.31** 0.17 0.21 

Number of Observations 117 119 113 

Chi Square 29.50*** 26.07*** 36.30*** 
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Table IX.  Time In Bankruptcy  
 
The following table presents the results of regressions determining the number of months a 
company is in bankruptcy from a sample of bankruptcies filed from 1997-2002.  The sample 
includes 71 firms that offered KERPS and 71 size-matched firms that did not offer KERPS.  The 
dependent variable is the log of the number of months in bankruptcy. KERP is 1 if the company 
increased pay or perquisites contingent on the executive or employee remaining employed by the 
firm for a specified length of time. Employees to assets is the number of employees divided by 
assets the year prior to bankruptcy. Dummy variables are assigned a value of 1 if the CEO was 
appointed in the year prior to bankruptcy (New CEO) and separately if the company was 
liquidated (Liquidated) rather than acquired or emerged from bankruptcy. Dummy variables are 
assigned a value of 1 if the company is in the industry as defined in Table II. A value of 1 is 
assigned to Asbestos (Fraud) if the bankrupt company is involved in asbestos claims (fraud). 
***,**, and * indicate the significance of the coefficient at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, 
respectively. 
 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Intercept 1.73*** 1.25*** 1.34*** 

KERP dummy 0.48*** 0.49*** 0.39** 

Employee to Assets -2.45 -4.56 -0.80 

New CEO 0.06 0.08 0.08 

Liquidated 0.22 0.28*    0.35** 

Industry Dummies    

     Manufacturing  0.80*** 0.70*** 

     Transportation  -0.24 -0.14 

     Wholesale/Retail  -0.03 -0.01 

     Service  0.38 0.42* 

Special Cases    

     Asbestos   1.02*** 

     Fraud   0.16 

Log Market Value 0.09** 0.14*** 0.11** 

Number of Observations 118 118 118 

Adjusted R squared 0.10 0.29 0.32 
 

 
 


